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We used the optical method to conduct research about the Dead Sea

because it allows us to collect data faster than using physical samples.

Using physical samples can take a longer amount of time to collect and

study. The optical method allows us to use non-contact methods to get

the physical, logical, and chemical estimations of the Dead Sea. The

optical method allows us to process the sample data faster than using

any other method available.

Methods

We needed to display the data collected by the Optical Expedition

Scientific team in 2004. This project used Excel to calculate and

manage collected data as well as create scatter plots. We used

Microsoft Excel to create all the graphs.

The Optical Expedition Scientific team collected dissolved organic

material by using special filters with diameters of 0.2 um. The team

also measured inherent optical properties such as absorption and

attenuation. The Ocean Optics Team took this data and used

mathematical formulas in Excel to find the answers to our questions

stated above in the overview.

Data Visualization

The Dead Sea is a hyper saline terminal lake located in the Dead Sea

Rift Valley. The lake is 50 km long and up to 16 km wide. The Dead

Sea is distinguished for being located at the lowest place on Earth as

well as being the deepest (328 m) hyper saline lake (approximately

280%).

Other notable features include the extraordinary density (1.236 kg L-

1) and its almost complete lack of life within, except for infrequent

short periods of dense microbial blooms, both due to its hyper-salinity.

The lack of phytoplankton makes the Dead Sea a unique

"environmental laboratory" for aquatic optical studies.

Dead Sea

Statement of the Problem

Abstract

It is a well-known fact that the Dead Sea located in

Jordan, Israel is one of the saltiest lakes in the world, whose

salinity is approximately 30%. Such a huge salinity makes it

almost biologically lifeless. However this lake contains

large quantities of different minerals and some quantity of

dissolved organic matter. Minerals of the Dead Sea are

important for medicinal and cosmetics purposes.

Unfortunately, the Dead Sea is slowly drying up and soon it

will no longer be around in years to come. We can help

preserve the Dead Sea and it’s important that we use its

wealth more rationally to prevent or delay its death. Thus it

is imperative that we find answers to the following

questions: Which minerals are exactly dispersed within the

water? What are the minerals concentration and their

vertical and horizontal space distribution? We must find if

this solution is unique and stable.
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Results
Through our research we have found that this problem

does have a mathematical solution. The solution was not

unique and we found out all of our parameters as such as

absorption, attenuation, backscattering, np, kp, D32, Cv,

Npart, rpart, and TSM as seen in Figures 1-10. In the figure 1

graph you can see how particles are absorbed in the water.

As the depth increases the particles are less absorbed. In

the figure 2 and 3 graphs we can see particulate

attenuation and particulate backscattering. As you can see

there is a sharp and drastic change in the attenuation in the

first fifty meters. Also the backscattering graph shows a

sharp change in the backscattering of particles in the first

fifty meters. As seen in most graphs in figures 1-10 we can

see most of the activity happening in the first fifty meters

of the ocean. As we go deeper in the Dead Sea we see less

activity.

Future Work
In this research the data that was utilized was averaged

into ten minimal and maximal depths because there was

not enough time to compute all seventeen thousand forty

eight depth increments. In the future this data could be

utilized to provide and even more accurate visual by using

all seventeen thousand forty eight-depth increments. By

using all of the data we will get a better understanding of

the Dead Sea.

We are trying estimate some optical disperse information from the data

and to check whether the solution is unique, if it has multiple solutions,

or the solution does not exist at all.

The parameters are as follows:

1) The real part (npart) of the complex refractive index of the particles 

mpart = npart - kpart

2) The imaginary part (kpart) of the particulate complex refractive index

3) The number of particles in the unit volume (numerical 

concentration) Npart

4) The volume part of particles in the unit volume (volume 

concentration) Cv

5) A particles mass in the unit volume (mass volume concentration) 

TSM (Total Suspended Matter)

Setup of the Problem
The data collected consisted of

17,048 different values. We choose

to take a maximal and minimal

depth average and the average

depth at different depth intervals.

We also choose two different

values of Dmax to test and see if the

solution was unique or stable. Once

we took the average depth and

choose the two values of 10 and 50

for the Dmax.

Solutions of the Problem
There are many different ways to find the solution of the task. We

used a simplified version to solve the problem. The solution still

remains precise and stable enough. We assumed that all particles

are spheres or, more exactly hypothetical spheres with some

effective diameter, optical properties of which are the same as

optical properties of real particles.
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In the spring of 2004 a scientific team was organized and sent to carry out the

first optical expedition to the Dead Sea. This team consisted of several

American and Israeli scientists. Such inherent optical properties such as

absorption and attenuation spectra were measured by the WET Labs Inc.

Absorption and attenuation meter ac-9 (“a” = absorption, “c” = attenuation,

“9” = number of wavelengths: 412, 440, 488, 510, 532, 555, 650, 676, 715 nm)

and backscattering spectra were measured at 660 nm by the WET Labs ECO-

VSF optical instruments. The Expedition team collected dissolved organic

matter that was retrieved by using special filters with diameters of 0.2 m.

Thus knowing standard values of pure water absorption coefficient, the

suspended matter (“particles”) absorption spectra were determined by the

simple subtraction (apart = atotal - adis - awater). Similarly, dissolved matter

suspended matter scattering spectra were determined by bpart = btotal - bwater.

From the law of energy conservation we can determine now that particulate

attenuation as cpart = apart + bpart.
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